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ABSTRACT

Scheduling system is developed based on customers, individuals or organizational preferences in order to create an efficient and effective management of arrangement in prioritization, tasks, place and time. Some of scheduling systems will integrate a database for effective access of editing, viewing and recording amount of data. However, poor scheduling practices would cause undesirable time redundancy and inefficient process just to schedule a timetable for the lecturers and students. Poor scheduling also can cause a misunderstanding between lectures such as double-assignations of lectures, cancellations of presentations, clash in class schedule, prolonged postponement as well as inefficiency in terms of resources and time. A good scheduling system could generate optimal presentation of timetables and enable a direct interaction between lecturers and administration staff that will take into account all the constraints such as to check availability of time and place of events and real-time updates that will help data handling accuracy, cost effective and efficient time management. Therefore, this study will make a comparison and execute a standard process of scheduling framework for future practice in academic industry. This paper presents a practical method for making a comparison based on the studies on existing scheduling system.
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In education industry, scheduling would be compulsory to arrange lesson schedule for the students at the beginning of each semester (1). A schedule for learning will be allocated to a period of time by administrators, while teachers will prepare the lesson design according to their amount of instructional time (2). Research shows that effective scheduling does promote and improve students’ academic achievements and improve time management (3). Therefore, this study highlights a comparison and executes a standard process of scheduling framework for future practice in academic industry by presenting a conceptual framework for an online automated scheduling system. This paper also presents a practical method for making a comparison based on the studies on the existing scheduling system based on four elements in scheduling system which are the objectives, methods, constraints and solution tools when implementing a scheduling system.

Research Objectives

Scheduling is also considered as allocating resources to a series of tasks in the most effective way over time especially when it is essential for management and educational processes to keep track of related tasks within a specific period (4). However, constraints always occur when setting up and plan for the entire semester which is complex and time-consuming to avoid clashes between classes. Thus, this research aims to make a comparative analysis by making a comparison and executing a standard process of scheduling framework for future practice in academic industry. This research also presents a practical method for making a comparison based on the studies on existing scheduling system by analyzing the integration of four elements which are the objectives, methods, constraints and solution tools. By understanding and making a comparison analysis on
existing scheduling system, we will be able to comprehend the process development that has been carried out to create a scheduling system.

**Methodology**

The proposed conceptual framework of an automatic scheduling management system that specialised in administration for faculties to organise classes and lecturers, manage timetables and organise university programmes is a web-based system. The approach used in this conceptual framework was proposed to ensure data handling and synchronization update through a server with an internet connection. The system users will be required to log in to the automated scheduling system using a web-based platform to access, book and track. By logging in, the system will go to the cloud database which is the SQL Server that acts as Database Management System (DBMS), for the user to store, retrieve, update, record and delete any information in the server. The development of the web application of Scheduling System will require a PHP scripting, CSS coding and HTML interface that will execute a User Interface which is the website. On the website, the system users will be able to manage user profile, make and manage data maintenance, make a booking, manage and schedule a class, course and planning throughout the semester. The system would also send a notification error if any clashes of events have been made. Below is the proposed framework for the web-based Scheduling System.
Results & Findings

From the comparison that has been made on the existing scheduling system, some of the research in scheduling system also focuses on the algorithm used to improve the scheduling process. Given the different elements to be adapted to solve the complexity of issues, some aspects of elements constituting in the scheduling system are identified which are the objectives, methods, constraints and solution tools for the existing scheduling system. According to research, the scheduling system is a combination of models, tools and methods including a human scheduler involved in the process (5). All problems have solutions that need to be implemented for successful adaptation of objectives, methods of approach and constraints for the scheduling system. Research from Farni et al., (6), implemented a web-based design platform for its automatic scheduling system approach in handling collaborative function that can be accessed at any time and everywhere as long as the gadgets have a web browser such as computers (PCs), laptops, smartphones tablets, etc (6). For the solution tools used in the research by Framinan et al., (5), they planned for the development of a manufacturing scheduling software tool that will need an installation on their computers. The scheduling system can be applied through database implemented by using web application program language PHP and database management system MySQL (7). Since there is an improvement in internet networking and technologies, accessing internet networking no longer becomes a major problem for users to access the internet at any time and anywhere. Moreover, for a web-based scheduling system, the implementation of Rapid Application Development technique is also proposed as an incremental model that integrates with google drive and link with external database using Apache web server connection and SQL as DBMS (8).
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